Find out what Grace has to say and wish her a happy new year.

As you gather for the winter holidays, experience gratitude and self-care.

If you decide to participate in a small holiday celebration, hosting or attending a small holiday event is possible, but it is important to be mindful of your choices. Even more important to protect against COVID-19.

You can get a booster call 425.690.5956, Manager of Development and Volunteer Services, or check with Community Partners about preventing HIV through primary care and HIV vaccines in development.

Overcoming holiday stress can be tough, but there are strategies to help you manage your stress levels and enjoy the holidays. Try these favorite recipes as you gather for traditional celebratory recipes this season.

Youth Health Plans Covered! Washington Healthplan Finder 2022

Healthcare Together - Support Our Community

You need health plan coverage? Washington Healthplan Finder 2022. There are many opportunities for savings. Seventy percent of Washington Healthplan Finder customers receive savings under the new American Rescue Plan Act, and those who do pay (on average) less than $120 per month for health coverage. As of December, 2022.

Our Community's Support Has Been Wonderful. A tremendous amount of gratitude. The REMARKABLE support our community has shown has given us the confidence to continue our work.